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Saving Face: How to Lie, Fake, and Maneuver Your
Way Out of Life s Most Awkward Situations
(Paperback)
By Andy Robin, Gregg Kavet

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Mike Pisiak (illustrator). Original
ed.. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Little fixes for life s BIG faux
pas Figuring out which salad fork to use is a relative no-brainer, but what s the protocol for using a
lockless bathroom or getting caught regifting? Saving Face daringly examines dozens of our worstcase social scenarios. Using helpful illustrations and a toolbox of general techniques and
technologies, you ll learn what to do if caught: Arriving without a gift Forgetting a name Being
served horrible food Starting or ending a workplace romance Sitting next to your boss on a plane
Mistakenly thinking someone s coming on to you Clogging someone else s toilet Getting rid of guests
Leaving a bad phone message From the office to the dining room to the appearance of freeloading
cousins at your doorstep, you ll confidently turn snafus into saves and finesse those social situations
once destined for disaster.
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Reviews
A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Er a Thompson
This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og
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